2x32 · Piece for two voices (2013)

As slow or as fast as possible.
Space between words as long or as short as possible.
Reader/voices A and B simultaneous but not synchronous.
Dynamic variations (sound intensity, volume) loud, middle, gentle allowed.

Reader/voice A

illusion · impossible · space · eye · excitement
invention · arrangement · ugly · surfaces · colors · shapes
exclusion · art · creeping · government · deranged · slime
accumulates · everything · iconography · meaningless
painting · paint · discoveries · between · home
technology · again · work · monologue
space · dismissed

— 32 Words

Reader/voice B

phenomena · question · process · knowledge · not
colossus · bodies · agents · magnetist · century · polaroid
idiot · sculpture · kitsch · museum · italic · screwed
robots · influence · homeless · outdoors
sensation · monster · minutes · archive · nothing
planet · ghetto · finding · form
items · abstract

— 32 Words
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